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QUESTION: 58  
A router is not operating as expected and the network administrator wants to verify that 
the router booted using the correct IOS image. Which command should be used to 
determine which IOS is running on the router?    
 
 
A. show flash    
B. show version    
C. show memory    
D. show startup-config    
E. show config-register    
 
 
Answer: B    
 
 
QUESTION: 59    
Which two reasons make mesh bonding systems most effective? (Choose two.)    
 
 
A. cover wide areas    
B. provide additional strength to floor structures    
C. provide low-impedance noise-equalizing paths    
D. create equipotential.grounding systems    
E. most cost-effective approach    
 
 
Answer: C, D    
 
 
QUESTION: 60    
Which two pieces of information are commonly tracked as part of a change management 
process? (Choose two.)    
 
 
A. reason for the change    
B. names of people involved in the change    
C. return on investment related to the change    
D. SWOT analysis related to the change    
E. scatter diagrams related to the change    
 
 
Answer: A, B    
 
 
QUESTION: 61    
Which parameter would you tune to affect the selection of a static route as a backup, 
when a dynamic protocol is also being used?    
 
 



A. hop count    
B. administrative distance    
C. link bandwidth    
D. link delay    
E. link cost    
 
 
Answer: B    
 
 
QUESTION: 62    
What is a characteristic of cables that are used in articulating equipment arms?    
 
 
A. fiber-optic zip-cord construction    
B. shielded copper twisted pair    
C. high flex rated cable    
D. type PLTC.cable    
 
 
Answer: C    
 
 
QUESTION: 63    
Which protocol is a secure alternative to Telnet?    
 
 
A. SSH    
B. FTP    
C. SMTP    
D. SNMP    
E. HTTP    
 
 
Answer: A    
 
 
QUESTION: 64    
What do deflections indicate to the time domain reflectometer user?    
 
 
A. They indicate splices, water in the cable, split pairs, and discontinuities or faults.    
B. Do not connect live circuit cables to the input of the time domain reflectometer. 
Connect the cable that is being tested to the cable connector on the front panel of the 
time domain reflectometer.    
C. Upward deflections indicate high-impedance mismatches or opens, and downward 
deflections indicate shorts or low-impedance mismatches.    
D. They are used to select the I/O impedance of the time domain reflectometer. You can 
select 50, 75, 95, or.125? impedances.    
 



Answer: C 
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